Static electric fields have negligible influence on the electric and transport properties of a metal because of the screening effect. This belief was extended to conventional metallic superconductors. However, recent experiments have shown that the superconductor properties can be controlled and manipulated by the application of strong electrostatic fields. Here, we review the experimental results obtained in the realization of field-effect metallic superconducting devices exploiting this phenomenon. We start by presenting the pioneering results on superconducting Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) wires and nano-constriction Josephson junctions (Dayem bridges) made of different materials, such as titanium, aluminum and vanadium. Then, we show the mastering of the Josephson supercurrent in superconductor-normal metal-superconductor proximity transistors suggesting that the presence of induced superconducting correlations is enough to see this unconventional field-effect. Later, we present the control of the interference pattern in a superconducting quantum interference device indicating the coupling of the electric field with the superconducting phase. We conclude this review discussing some devices that may represent a breakthrough in superconducting quantum and classical computation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The impact of an external static electric field on superconductivity puzzles scientists since about 80 years. The first version of the electrodynamic theory of superconductivity of London brothers [1] allowed the existence of both static magnetic and electric fields within a superconductor over the London penetration length (λ L ). Experiments by H. London [2] and theoretical criticisms by M. von Laue [3] brought slightly after the London brothers to exclude the presence of electrostatic fields into superconductors [4] . Despite a few experiments pointing towards electric field penetration in superconductors [5, 6] , the surface screening of an external electric field has been always related to the normal metal case [7] [8] [9] [10] , where density functional theory calculations showed maximum penetrations up to ∼ 1 nm in thin polycrystalline films. Consequently, the effects of an external electrostatic field on superconductivity, e.g. the superconducting energy gap (∆) and critical temperature (T C ), has been theoretically discussed for the variation of the surface density of states (DOS), i.e. the modulation of the free charge carrier concentration of the superconductor outer layer [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
In parallel, pioneering gating experiments showed the possibility of tuning the electronic properties of metallic thin films. In particular, electrostatic charge accumulation/depletion have been demonstrated to tune both the conductivity of normal metals [16] [17] [18] and the T C * Electronic address: federico.paolucci@nano.cnr.it of metallic superconductors [19, 20] of a few percent. The breakthrough of tuning the electronic properties of metallic systems has been the implementation of electric double layer transistors (EDLTs) [21, 22] . They rely on polarization of an electrolyte, i.e. an ionic conductor and electronic insulator [23] , through the application of a voltage between the transistor channel and a counter gate electrode. This technique allows to generate electric fields up to 10 10 V/m and to induce surface charge modulations of 10 15 charges/cm 2 [24] . As a consequence, conductivity modulations of about 10% in metal thin films [25, 26] and critical temperature modifications of ∼ 1% in metallic superconductors [27, 28] have been demonstrated.
In the last decades no experimental effort has been put in the study of electric field driven modulations of supercurrent in metallic superconductors. The latter have been extensively exploited in low charge concentration superconductors [29] [30] [31] [32] for the realization of superconducting field-effect transistors (SuFETs) [33] with interesting applications in superconducting electronics.
Only in the last two years the impact of electrostatic fields on the critical current (I C ) of systems based on conventional metallic superconductors, i.e., described by Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory [34] , has been investigated [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . Since these studies take advantage of conventional solid gates, they focus on electric fields reaching the order of 10 8 V/m and creating negligible variations of surface charge carrier concentration. In particular, ambipolar suppression of I C has been demonstrated in metallic superconductor films [35] , nano-constriction Josephson junctions [37, 38] , metallic proximized systems [39] , and fully metallic superconduct-ing quantum interference devices (SQUIDs) [40] . The unconventional field-effect in metallic superconductor systems could pave the way to the realization of easy fabrication and scalable technologies in the realm of both superconducting electronics and quantum computing.
The purpose of this review is to cover the recent advances on the control of supercurrent in metallic superconductor nano-structures by solid conventional gating. The article is organized as follows: Section II presents the control of supercurrent in fully metallic field-effect transistors (FETs) made of different Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer superconductors (Ti and Al) and fabricated on various substrates (silicon dioxide and sapphire), and the dependence of such effect on the devices lateral dimensions; Section III shows the evolution of Josephson effect with the gate bias in monolithic superconducting nanoconstrictions (Dayem bridge field-effect transistors, DB-FETs) made of titanium and vanadium; Section IV describes the field-effect control of Josephson supercurrent in superconductor-normal metal-superconductor transistors (SNS-FETs) made of aluminum and copper; Section V presents the control of the interference pattern of a fully metallic SQUID by applying a gate bias on a single Josephson junction (JJ); Section VI depicts some of the possible applications with special attention to classical and quantum computation; and finally Section VII presents a roadmap for future developments both in the direction of intimate understanding of the origin of this unconventional field-effect and for its exploitation for industrial purposes.
II. BCS SUPERCONDUCTOR THIN FILMS AND WIRES
This section focuses on the impact of an external electric field on the critical current of conventional BCS metallic superconductors wires and thin films. In particular, this section covers experiments performed on titanium and aluminum based devices fabricated on different substrates (silicon dioxide and sapphire). We show how temperature and magnetic field influence this unconventional gating effect and we discuss how the effect depends on the dimensions of the device.
A. Titanium FETs
The titanium supercurrent FETs typically consist of a 200 nm wide and 30 nm thick wire of variable length (ranging from 900 nm to 3 µm) deposited on a p ++ -doped silicon wafer covered by 300 nm of silicon dioxide [35] , as displayed in Fig. 1 -a. The device shows a normal state resistance R N 45 Ω and a critical temperature T C 410 mK. In order to generate the electrostatic fields controlling the supercurrent, two side-gate electrodes (denoted with V S ) and a back-gate lead (indicated with V b ) have been used. Finally, the critical current is measured by feeding into the wire a current (I) and simultaneously recording the voltage drop (V ).
The dissipationless Cooper pairs transport is highlighted by plotting the current-voltage (I − V ) characteristics measured at a bath temperature T = 5 mK, as shown in Fig. 1-b . The intrinsic wire critical current is I C 11 µA and shows a hysteretic behavior due to heating induced while switching from the normal to the superconducting state (known as retrapping current) [41] .
The impact of an electrostatic field on I C is obtained by measuring the I − V characteristic as a function of the gate voltage applied at the same time to all gate electrodes (V g = V S = V b ) in order to maximize the effect. As depicted in Fig. 1-b , the critical current lowers by increasing V g and it is completely suppressed at a critical value V C g 40 V (resulting in an electric field E C g ∼ 2 × 10 8 V/m). Differently from SuFETs [33] , the electric field does not affect the normal state resistance of the device (the slope of the I − V characteristics is not modified by V g ) and the critical current suppression is symmetric on the polarity of the gate voltage. As a consequence, surface charge accumulation/depletion cannot account for this unconventional field-effect.
The typical evolution of the gate-induced I C suppression with temperature is depicted in Fig. 1 -c. At low temperature, the critical current is not affected by low values of V g and then decreases down to full suppression. By increasing temperature the plateau of I C with V G widens, but the critical current full suppression always occurs at the same critical value (V C g (T ) ∼ constant). Notably, the field-effect survives up to T = 350 mK, that is ∼ 85% of the critical temperature of the superconductor.
Since magnetic field is well known to quench superconductivity [42, 43] , the study of the joint impact of electric and magnetic fields on the supercurrent is of extreme interest. Figure 1-d shows the I C dependence on V g for several values of the perpendicular-to-plane magnetic field (B) measured at T = 5 mK. On the one hand, the field-effect remains bipolar in gate voltage and the critical current plateau in V g widens as in the temperature case. By contrast, the value of the critical voltage weakly decreases by increasing B. The presented experiments seem to indicate that electric and magnetic fields suppress superconductivity by acting on the same knob.
Different experiments have been realized to exclude any possible role of the substrate on the supercurrent suppression. In particular, several devices have been fabricated on undoped silicon covered with 300 nm of thermal silicon dioxide and on sapphire. Both substrates were fully insulating at cryogenic temperatures, therefore exclusively side gate electrodes have been employed. On the one hand, both FETs show a monotonic suppression of the critical current by increasing the gate voltage. The small quantitative variations in the I C versus V G characteristics (see Fig. 1 -e and f) can be attributed to differences in the gate/channel distance. On the other hand, the leakage current (I L ) and the leakage power (P L ) in the two cases differ of several orders of magnitude. Namely, the maximum value of I L for SiO 2 substrate is of ∼ 10 −11 A, while for sapphire reaches ∼ 10 −15 A. The corresponding leakage power in the entire circuit is P L = I L V g and it is depicted with blue dots in the bottom panels of Fig. 1 -e and f. The typical maximum value of P L for devices fabricated on silicon dioxide is three orders of magnitude higher than for FETs realized on sapphire (∼ 10 −10 W against ∼ 10 −13 W). As a consequence, I C suppression due to direct injection of hot electrons into the superconducting wire [44] seems to be excluded.
B. Aluminum FETs
For both practical and fundamental purposes, it is important to establish if and how the field effect depends on the material used. To this aim, several experiments on aluminum based devices have been performed [35] . Figure 2 -a depicts the false color scanning electron micrograph of a typical aluminum FET of length l = 5 µm, width w 30 nm and thickness t = 11 nm. Differently from titanium-based transistors, these devices were fabricated without the possibility to apply a gate bias to side electrodes, thus only a back-gate voltage could control the supercurrent in the wire (V g = V b ).
The I − V characteristics measured at T = 5 mK for several values of V g are displayed in Figure 2 -b. The traces present the hysteretic behavior typical of diffusive superconducting thin films. In agreement with the results showed for Ti FETs, the critical current is monotonically reduced by increasing the gate voltage and the normal-state resistance is unaffected by the external electric field. However, in this case, the supercurrent is never completely suppressed. The latter seems again to exclude sizable charge accumulation/depletion at the supercon- ductor surface (such effect would be even more visible on this type of devices since they are thinner than the titanium transistors). The complete dependence of the transistors behavior on temperature is shown in Fig. 2 -c. On the one hand, the critical current suppression persists up to ∼ 40% of T C 1.2 K in full agreement with the case of Ti devices. One the other hand, differently from titanium (see Fig. 1 -c), the plateau of I C dramatically widens for T ≥ 200 mK (the threshold voltage for the beginning of suppression reaches ∼ 70 V). The reason of the difference in the behavior of titanium and aluminum devices is not yet understood.
C. Spatial extension of field-effect
The study of the spatial extension of field-effect within a conventional metallic superconductor requires special attention for all the different length scales characterizing the physical system: the penetration depth of the electric field at the superconductor surface and the non-local propagation of the condensate perturbation into its bulk.
Despite the first theory of superconductivity allowed the existence of an electrostatic field inside a superconductor for a depth comparable to the magnetic penetration depth [1] , more detailed calculations seem to predict an electrostatic screening length (λ S ) in the superconductor similar to the one of a normal metal [7] [8] [9] [10] . The experimental study of field-effect on NbN [28] and theoretical calculations on Pb [9] showed a screening length dependent on the strength of the applied electric field. In particular, the obtained penetration depth ranges from λ S λ T h for low values of external electric field (10 8 V/m) to λ S 5λ T h for E ∼ 10 10 V/m [9, 28] , where λ T h ∼ 0.1 nm is the Thomas-Fermi length in a normal metal [45] .
At the same time, the Cooper pairs of the condensate are separated by one coherence length (ξ 0 ) and we would expect that the perturbation of the correlated electrons on the surface is felt over such length-scales. This seems to be the case for the charge accumulation/depletion effect [9] for which it has been theoretically shown that, at T ∼ T C , the field-effect propagates into the superconductor for at least ξ 0 . In fact, the electric field perturbed surface couples to the superconductor bulk via the superconducting proximity effect [46] . These calculations exploited the one band s-wave Eliashberg equations [47] and result in a complex response of the system to the external static field that takes into account both λ S and the spatial dimensions of the device.
The typical titanium coherence length extracted from the devices shown in Section II A is ξ 0,Ti 100 nm. In the discussed experiments, the dimensions of the transistors perpendicular to the applied electric field were comparable with the coherence length, namely the thickness was ∼ 0.3ξ 0,Ti while the width was ∼ 2ξ 0,Ti . Under these conditions, the perturbation induced by the electric field on the surface affects the whole device. However, for a more quantitative analysis of the spatial extension of the electric field-induced non-local effect in the superconductor, a different ad hoc geometry has been fabricated and used.
The inset of Fig. 3 -a shows a typical comb-like device which allowed to extract the spatial extension of the nonlocal electric field-effect in titanium. In particular, the I C versus V g characteristics have been measured along the wires indicated by the white lines. At each position it was possible to determine the critical current suppression parameter S = 100 × [I C (V Si = 0) − I C (V Si = 90V)]/I C (V Si = 0), where i = 1, 2 represents the used gate electrode (V S1 or V S2 ). Figure 3 -a shows the parameter S as a function of the distance between each wire and the lateral edge of the comb structure (x). The effect of the electric field exponentially vanishes by moving towards the superconductor bulk with an attenuation length λ 770 ± 150 nm (the fit is represented by the dashed blue line in Fig. 3-a) . Interestingly, this value is several times the coherence length (∼ 7) and in reasonable agreement with the London penetration depth extracted from the devices shown in Section II A (λ L,T i 900 nm).
The same experiments have been repeated for different bath temperatures. The resulting temperature dependence of the spatial attenuation length is shown in Fig.  3 -b. The parameter S is almost constant for T ≤ 330 mK (about 80% of T C ) and it rapidly decays to full quench around 375 mK. This behavior seems to indicate that the number of thermally activated quasiparticles (increasing dramatically near T C [43] ) strongly influences the spatial extension of field-effect. Furthermore, the attenuation length obtained in these experiments is much shorter than the typical thermal relaxation length in superconductors [85] (several tens of micrometers). So, once more, direct hot electron injection can be excluded.
In order to study the field-effect on a superconducting region of lateral dimension larger than both the coher-ence length and the London penetration depth, a squareshaped titanium transistor shown in Fig. 3 -c has been realized. The FET consists of a 30-nm-thick, 4-µm-long and 4-µm-wide channel with the possibility of exclusively apply a back-gate bias. The I C versus V g characteristics measured at different values of bath temperature (see Fig. 3 -d) show a behavior similar to Ti wires. Therefore, the direction parallel to the applied electrostatic field appears to be the only relevant spatial scale for this peculiar field-effect.
III. NANO-CONSTRICTION JOSEPHSON JUNCTIONS
This section reports gating experiments on nanoconstriction Josephson junctions (Dayem bridges) made of conventional BCS metallic superconductors. In particular, we cover studies on Dayem-Bridge Field-Effect Transistors (DB-FETs) based on titanium and vanadium thin films and fabricated on different substrates (silicon dioxide and sapphire). First, we show how temperature and magnetic field influence the electric field control of supercurrent in the DB-FETs. Then, we show the independence of the critical temperature of the device on gate voltage and how Josephson effect depends on gating. Finally, we discuss the combined effect of two independently controlled gate electrodes on the DB-FET critical current.
A. Titanium DB-FETs
A typical titanium DB-FET consists of a nanoconstriction (about 125 nm long and 300 nm wide) interrupting an approximately 4-µm-wide and 30-nm-thick Ti strip, as shown by the false color scanning electron micrograph in Fig. 4 -a. The resulting normal state resistance is R N 600 Ω with an unprecedented critical temperature of about 540 mK [37, 38] . The latter has been obtained by optimal growth conditions of the Ti thin film [37] . Two independent gate voltages (V g1 and V g2 ) can be applied on the JJ region through two side gate electrodes (the violet and blue leads, respectively) placed at a distance ranging between 80 nm and 120 nm from the constriction.
The I − V characteristics for different values of gate voltage (V g = V g1 = V g2 ) at a bath temperature T = 50 mK allows us to determine the performances of the DB-FETs (see Fig. 4 -b). At V g = 0 the current versus voltage characteristic is hysteretic owing to quasiparticles overheating while switching from the normal to the superconducting state [41] . In particular, we measured a critical current I C 18 µA and a retrapping current I C 1.6 µA. By increasing V g the critical current is monotonically suppressed until its full quenching at V g = 46 V. On the contrary, the retrapping current remains almost constant until I C (V g ) > I R (0), and it acquires the same value of the critical current [I R (V g ) = I C (V g )] by further increasing the gate voltage. The field-effect driven suppression of the critical current is symmetric in the polarity of the gate voltage. Furthermore, the normal state resistance of the DB-FETs is completely unaffected by the applied gate bias. These results are in full agreement with the experiments presented in Section II for superconducting wires [35] and in contrast with the typical phenomenology of Josephson field-effect transistors (JoFETs) [49] [50] [51] [52] . As a consequence, charge accumulation/depletion has been again excluded as possible source of the presented I C suppression [37] .
The complete behavior of a DB-FET is resumed in Fig. 4 -c, where the critical current (I C ) is plotted versus gate voltage (V g = V g1 = V g2 ) for different values of temperature in the range 50 − 450 mK. At T = 50 mK, the critical current is almost unaffected for values of gate voltage lower than about 15 V and, then, it starts to drop by further increasing V g down to full suppression at the critical value V C g 32 V. For higher values of temperature, the I C plateau widens, but the value of V C g stays almost constant in the complete temperature range (up to about 0.85T C ).
The combined impact of electric and magnetic fields on the critical current in the DB-FETs is summarized in Fig. 4-d , where the dependence of I C on V g is shown for different values of the perpendicular-to-plane magnetic field. Interestingly, the critical current plateau widens by increasing the magnetic field, but the value of V C g decreases by rising B. The widening of the plateau of constant I C for increasing magnetic field seems to further exclude mere heating as the origin of the effect, because the critical current drops faster with B while approaching the critical temperature [54] .
Analogously to supercurrent FETs [35] , titanium based DB-FETs have been realized on different insulating substrates to exclude any role of the substrate (such as the leakage current). In particular, several devices have been fabricated on 300 nm intrinsic thermal silicon dioxide (see Fig. 4 -e) and sapphire (see Fig. 4 -f). Typically, the DB-FETs fabricated on sapphire show a lower leakage current (I L ) and a lower injected power (P L ) than in the case of silicon dioxide substrate. Different devices made on silicon dioxide substrate show complete suppression of I C at completely different values of leakage current and power [37] . As a consequence, the I C suppression is unlikely to be ascribed to direct current injection driven quasiparticle overheating.
B. Critical temperature studies in DB-FETs
The study of the resistance (R) versus temperature (T ) characteristics of the DB-FET for different value of gate voltage (V g = V g1 = V g2 ) gives interesting information about the mechanism generating the supercurrent suppression (see Fig. 5 -a for the raw data). First of all, Fig.  5 -b shows that the critical temperature stays constant over the complete range of applied values of gate voltage [37, 38] . For instance, a reduction of ∼ 80% of I C has been measured for V g = 25 V (see Fig. 4 -c), while the critical temperature was completely unaffected. Since any heat injection reducing the critical current would lower the critical temperature [44] , a role of hot carrier injection can be excluded.
The normal-state resistance is unaffected by the gate bias. Its value R N 600 Ω is comparable with the values extracted from the current versus voltage characteristics shown in Fig. 4 -b. These results are in full agreement with the data reported for superconducting wires [35] . Therefore, once more, charge accumulation/depletion has been considered negligible [37, 38] .
At the same time, the resistance in the superconducting state (R S ) strongly depends on V g near full supercurrent suppression (see Fig. 5 -c). This can be attributed to the creation of a subgap dissipative component [38] due to the action of the external electrostatic field. In particular, this component could arise from the creation of an inhomogeneous mixed state composed of superconducting and normal metal puddles [37] . In this view, the critical current of the DB-FET would be strongly suppressed by V g , but the critical temperature remains constant.
A good figure of merit for the sharpness of the superconducting transition is the electrothermal parame-
where R is the resistance, I is the current and T is the temperature [55] . The dependence of α calculated at half of the superconductor/normal metal transition is shown in the inset of Fig.  5 -c. The electrothermal parameter decreases by increasing V g , because the superconducting transition decreases in height and becomes wider in temperature. At the inset of the I C suppression, the electric field seems to create instabilities in the Cooper condensate (see the noise in Fig. 4-c) . As a consequence, the superconducting transition is randomized and the parameter α shows strong fluctuations with the gate voltage.
C. Josephson effect studies in DB-FETs
The dependence of the Josephson coupling on the gate voltage in the DB-FET provided other interesting insights about this unconventional field-effect [38] . The behavior of I C with temperature (T ) recorded for different values of gate voltage is shown in the left panel of Fig. 6 -a. The critical current is monotonically damped by increasing V g = V g1 = V g2 in all the studied temperature range, but the temperature of full suppression of the Josephson supercurrent is always the intrinsic value of the Ti thin film, that is T C 540 mK. Since quasiparticles overheating would cause an increase of the effective electronic temperature (T ef f ) [44] , the Josephson supercurrent would vanish when T ef f = T C , but T < T ef f . Therefore, these measurements seem to exclude again a hot electron injection mechanism.
The experimental data can be fit with a theoretical equation which describes the critical current of a Josephson constriction in the short-junction limit [56] T (mK) 
Here, ϕ is the phase difference across the constriction, ∆ is the pairing potential, e is the electron charge and T is the transmission probability through the junction. The normal state resistance can be written as R N = R Sh /T = (4π 2 ) /(e 2 k 2 F ST ), with R Sh the Sharvin resistance, k F the Fermi wave vector and S the constriction cross-sectional area. If T = 1, Eq. 1 reduces to the Kulik-Omelyanchuck advanced theory for a ballistic clean constriction [57] . On the other hand, for T 1 it reduces to the Ambegaokar-Baratoff model [58] for a tunnel Josephson junction.
The fits of the experimental data are shown in the right panel of Fig. 6-a, where the values of T correspond to the values of gate voltage represented with the same color in the left panel. In the experiment R N is constant with respect to V g , therefore in this model we assume that only some channels do not contribute to the supercur-rent flow [38] . Within this hypothesis, the model produced curves in good agreement with the experimental data. In particular, the effective transmission probability seems to decrease by increasing gate voltage. This means that the behavior of the DB-FET goes from the typical Kulik-Omelyanchuk characteristic of a clean ballistic constriction to the Ambegaokar-Baratoff temperature dependence of a tunnel JJ. Figure 6 -b shows the comparison of the behavior of T with the gate voltage for two devices (labeled as A and B). Since the gate electrodes were placed at different distances from the Josephson junction, the gate voltage has been normalized with respect to the value for complete I C suppression (V g /V C g ). Although the two devices showed completely different values of V C g , the dependence of T on the gate voltage seems to be universal. In particular, the effective transmission probability drops dramatically when the gate voltage approaches its critical value. In agreement with the dissipative states growing in the I −V characteristics [38] , this result suggests the formation of superconducting/normal metal disordered regions with a non-continuous dissipationless path.
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The transconductance is one of the most used figures of merit for field-effect transistors. In superconducting FETs, it is defined as the variation of critical current with the applied gate bias (g m = dI C /dV g ). The dependence of g m with V g extracted from the measurements carried out on sample A at several values of bath temperature is shown in Fig. 6-d . To highlight the stark temperature dependence of the transconductance, the absolute value of its maximum (|g M AX m |) is plotted as a function of temperature for two different devices (see Fig. 6-e ). In particular, |g M AX m | stays almost constant up to ∼ 0.5T C and then decreases of almost one order of magnitude while approaching the critical temperature. The maximum values of transconductance measured in the DB-FETs (∼ 15 µA in sample A) is comparable with that obtained in thinfilm JoFETs [50] and several orders of magnitude higher than that of nanowire Josephson transistors [51] .
D. Impact of two independent electric fields
The independent use of the two side gate electrodes placed at the opposite flanks of the JJ (see Fig. 4-a) can give a physical insight about the spatial extension of field-effect. The normalized critical current (I C /I C,0 , where I C,0 is the intrinsic critical current) as a function of both V g1 and V g2 is shown in Fig. 7-a,b for samples A and B, respectively. The square-like shape indicates the independence of the effect of the two electric field on the critical current. This seems to suggest that the gate-induced suppression of critical current is related to a surface effect, which affects non-locally superconductivity. In agreement with previous experiments [35] and calculations [9] , this surface perturbation may affect the superconductor for a depth of a few times the superconducting coherence length (ξ), that is the characteristic length scale for superconductivity.
The quantitative difference in the values of V C g between the two devices has been attributed to the variance in the distance between the gate electrodes and the JJs (∼ 80 nm in sample A and ∼ 120 nm in sample B). Furthermore, the rectangular shape in Fig. 7 -b has been attributed to the different distance of V g1 and V g2 from the active region in DB-FET B.
E. Vanadium DB-FETs
The study of vanadium-based DB-FETs encloses a two fold relevance. On the one hand, the demonstration of field-effect control of I C on JJs made of a different material points towards the universality of the phenomenon already presented for titanium. On the other hand, its relative high critical temperature (T C ∼ 5 K [61]) elects vanadium as a strong candidate for industrial applications. Figure 8 -a shows a false color scanning electron micrograph of a typical vanadium DB-FET. The nanoconstriction is ∼ 180 nm-long, ∼ 110 nm-wide, and ∼ 60 nm-thick. The complete I − V characteristics measured at a temperature T = 3 K for different values of gate voltage applied to the side gate electrode V g = V S are shown in Fig. 8-b . The trace recorded at V g = 0 shows the usual hysteretic behavior due to the overheating related to the normal/superconducting state transition [41] . The difference between the switching and the retrapping currents is less pronounced than in the case of titanium Dayem bridges (see Fig. 4 -b for comparison), because the higher measurement temperature ensures a more efficient cooling of the quasiparticles through phonons [41, 62] . For both polarities of V g , the critical current is monotonically suppressed by increasing the gate voltage. In full agreement with all the previously presented experiments, the normal state resistance of the vanadium DB-FETs is not affected by the applied electric field. Figure 8 -c shows the dependence of the critical current (I C ) on gate voltage (V g ) for different values of temperature. The I C vs V g characteristics show the typical features already recorded for titanium devices: a plateau of constant I C at low values of gate voltage followed by a steep decrease of the critical current down to its full suppression. For most of the investigated temperatures the critical gate voltage is V C g 15 V, but at T = 3.375 K it is reduced to V C g 13 V. This behavior is different from what measured on titanium DB-FETs [37] (see Fig. 4 -c for comparison). Despite the latter difference, these experiments showed a similar phenomenology of titanium DB-FETs. As a consequence, we can conclude that this unconventional field-effect is not material related, but it may be intrinsic to any metallic BCS superconductor JJ (and wires). Figure 8-d shows the g m versus V g traces for different values of bath temperature. The transconductance strongly depends on temperature. In particular, its maximum value (g M AX m ) ranges from 150 µA/V at T = 2.875 K to 0 at T = 3.6 K (see the inset of Fig. 8-d ). We would like to stress that the maximum values of transconductance extrapolated for vanadium devices exceeds by at least one order of magnitude those obtained for titanium ones (see Fig. 6 -e for comparison) and semiconductor JJs [50, 51] . Therefore, vanadium might be a suitable candidate for industrial applications of the DB-FETs in superconducting digital electronics.
The temperature behavior of Josephson effect is resumed in Fig. 8-e , where the critical current monotonically suppresses by increasing the gate voltage. The limited range of explored temperatures does not allow a reliable fit of the data with Eq. 1. Nevertheless, we can foresee a behavior similar to titanium DB-FETs: the transport in the JJ evolves from the Kulik-Omelyanchuk characteristic of a clean ballistic constriction [57] to the Ambegaokar-Baratoff temperature dependence of a tunnel junction [58] .
The changes in switching current of a Josephson junction can be remapped as modifications of its kinetic inductance (L K ). The dependence of L K on V g is shown in Fig. 8-f for different values of bath temperature. The kinetic inductance is modulated of more than two orders of magnitude by the gate bias. In particular, L K acquires a minimum value of about 800 fH (for V g = 0 and T = 2.875 K) and a maximum value of ∼ 400 pH (at V g = 14 V and T = 3.37 K). Therefore, the vanadium DB-FETs might be suitable, in principle, for the realization of metallic superconducting qubits [59, 60] .
IV. PROXIMITY JOSEPHSON JUNCTIONS
This section presents a set of gating experiments realized on fully metallic superconductor-normal metalsuperconductor Josephson junction-based field-effect transistors (SNS-FETs) [39] . We show the influence of temperature and magnetic field on this gating effect measured on SNS-FETs of different length. These experiments demonstrate that this unconventional field-effect does not require the presence of a proper pairing potential. On the contrary, the existence of induced superconducting correlations seems to be enough to enable the electric field control of supercurrent in the system. The SNS-FETs typically consist of a Al/Cu/Al planar Josephson junction with the possibility of applying a gate bias (V g ) through a side gate electrode (see Fig. 9-a) . Devices with 3 different inter-S-electrodes spacing (L), i.e. the length of the copper weak link, have been realized. In particular, data obtained for L A = 800 nm (type-A), L B = 1 µm (type-B) and L C = 1.2 µm (type-C) have been showed [39] .
The characteristic energy scale for the electronic diffusion in a SNS Josephson junction is the Thouless energy, which is defined as E T h = D/L 2 , where is the reduced Planck constant and D is the diffusion coefficient of the normal metal (for copper thin films D 0.008 m 2 /s [39] ). The Thouless energy associated to the studied samples was E T,A 6.6 µeV, E T,B 4.2 µeV and E T,A 2.9 µeV. Since for all of them E T h ∆ (where ∆ 180 µeV is the superconducting energy gap of aluminum), all the weak links operate in the long-junction limit. Figure 9 -b shows the I − V characteristics of a typical type-A SNS-FET measured at T = 100 mK for several values of gate voltage (V g ). For V g = 0 the current versus voltage characteristic highlights the presence of Josephson effect with critical current I C 5.8 µA and retrapping current I R 1.9 µA. In analogy with the phenomenology presented for genuine superconductors [35, 37, 38] , a clear suppression of I C has been recorded at high values of gate voltage (V g ≥ 40 V), while the normal state resistance is completely unaffected by the external electric field. Furthermore, the decrease of critical current is symmetric in the polarity of the gate bias. As a consequence, charge accumulation/depletion can not account for the effect.
The complete temperature dependence of field-effect recorded for the same type-A SNS-FET is resumed in Fig.  9 -c. Differently from proper superconductors [35, 37, 38] , at fixed temperature the critical current monotonically decreases with increasing V g without reaching its full suppression in the studied gate voltage range. At the same time, the plateau of I C with V g widens with rising temperature.
Field-effect becomes completely inefficacious for T ≥ 350 mK (see Fig. 9-d) , that is less than one third of the aluminum superconducting critical temperature. In fact, at low temperature the I C (V g ) strongly deviates from the unperturbed case, while all the curves are overlapped for T ≥ 350 mK. We also notice that the electric field generated by the gate electrode has been calculated to impact exclusively on the copper wire without reaching the Al leads [39] . These results seem to suggest that the fieldeffect does not require a proper genuine superconductor but it can occurs even in the presence of superconducting correlations.
The dependence of the field-effect on the length of the normal metal strip is summarized in Fig. 9 -e, where the normalized critical current (I C /I C,0 ) is plotted as a function of the gate voltage for representative type-A, type-B and type-C devices. On the one hand, the plateau of constant critical current shortens with increasing L. On the other hand, a saturation region for high values of gate voltage appears for the type−C devices in the complete temperature range studied (see the inset of Fig. 9e ). This behavior is strictly peculiar of SNS-FETs, since gate-induced full suppression of the critical current has been demonstrated both in metallic superconductor wires [35] and DB-FETs [37, 38] (see Sections II and III, respectively). As a consequence, these experiments suggest a nontrivial relation between the Thouless energy of the JJ and the ability of the electric field to affect its critical current. In addition, the saturation of I C for high values of gate voltage suggests once more the exclusion of quasiparticles overheating as leading mechanism of the measured effect [44, 63, 64] .
The combined action of an electric and magnetic field on the critical current of the SNS-FETs has been investigated by measuring I C as a function of the perpendicularto-plane magnetic field (B) for different values of bias applied to the lateral gate electrode (V g ), as depicted in Fig. 9-f . Similarly to the thermal characterization (see Fig. 9-d) , for B ≥ 15 mT the curves at different values of gate voltage overlap. In other words, the impact of this unconventional field-effect on the switching current saturates at high values of magnetic field. These observations confirm a damping of the electrostatic effect on the weak link as it approaches the normal state. Further details can be found in Ref. [39] .
These results obtained on SNS-FETs suggest that the impact of the electric field is initially more relevant in weaker superconductors, but as the system approaches the resistive state (by temperature or magnetic field increases) a threshold is reached above which no further suppression of I C can be observed (the field-effect becomes unefficient).
V. SQUID
Here, we resume transport experiments performed on fully metallic SQUIDs where each JJ was independently mastered through a voltage applied to side gate electrodes placed at each Dayem bridge [40] . The electric field has been shown to control the whole interference pattern of the SQUID. In particular, the switching current (I S ) was suppressed to values lower than the critical current of a single JJ. This has been explained assuming that the electric field couples (even if not directly) with the superconducting phase.
A typical metallic gate-tunable Josephson interferometer is composed by a titanium superconducting loop (30 nm thick) interrupted by two nanoconstrictions (150 nm long and 150 nm wide) separated of about 8 µm, as shown in Fig. 10-a . At each JJ, a side gate electrode (V L and V R for the left and right junction, respectively) allows the application of an electrostatic field in the Dayem bridge region. This enables the independent control of the switching current of the two Josephson junctions (I L and I R ), as confirmed by finite element simulations of the electric field distribution for the same geometry of the device [40] .
The current-flux behavior of the SQUID showed the characteristic triangular patterns typical of a Dayem bridge-based interferometer [65, 66] for both the positive and negative branch of the switching current, as represented in Fig. 10-b . The fit of the experimental data with a theoretical model based on the resistively and capacitively shunted junction (RCSJ) formalism allows us to obtain the SQUID basic parameters. In particular, the critical current of the two junctions was shown to be slightly asymmetric (I C,L 13.6 µA and I C,L 13.3 µA), and the screening parameter was calculated to reach the noticeable value β 32 since the kintic inductance [67] of the Ti ring was as high as L K 0.6 nH.
The gate bias has a strong impact on the I S (Φ) characteristic of the SQUID, as shown in Fig. 10-c,d for positive values of V L while the right gate electrode was left grounded or floating. The data highlight the suppression of the maximum switching current [I S,max = I S (Φ = 0)] for both current biases and a shift of I S,max along the magnetic flux axis in opposite direction for the two switching current branches. Furthermore, the error bars of I S are different in the two halves of the interference pattern period.
In accordance with results obtained on superconducting wires [35] (see Section II), Dayem bridges [37, 38] (see Section III) and proximity JJs [39] (see Section IV), the switching current suppression is almost symmetric in the polarity of the applied gate bias (see Fig. 10-e) .
A gate voltage applied to the right gate electrode (V R ) generates a decrease of I S,max (as for V L ), shifts the interference pattern in the opposite direction along the magnetic flux axis than for the left gate electrode, and increases the current fluctuations in the second half period of I S (Φ) (see Fig. 10 V R necessary to affect I S can be attributed to different distance between the JJ and the gate electrode in L and R [40] .
The conventional models for SQUIDs predict a fluxindependent current flow when the critical current of one of the two junctions is suppressed down to full closure [68, 69] . By contrast, I S (Φ) has been shown to be lowered by the application of V L = 12 V below the critical current of a single Josephson junction, while preserving its oscillatory behavior [40] (see Fig. 11-a) . Figure 11 -b shows the gate voltage dependence of I S,max . The plot highlights once more that the total SQUID switching current reduces under the critical current of a single JJ. In addition, we notice that the electric field induced switching current suppression seems to be more efficient for negative values of gate voltage in both Dayem bridges. In particular, the zero-flux value of the switching current reaches I S,max 0.6I C,R for V L = −12 V.
The phenomenology resumed in Fig. 11-a,b indicates that an electrostatic field applied to a single Dayem bridge indirectly affects the other junction and, therefore, the entire interferometer. This behavior can be obtained with a model that imposes gate-dependent suppression of the critical current and creation of phase fluctuations of a single JJ [40] . Since the phases of the two JJs are locked by fluxoid quantization, these local perturbations can affect the phase of the other junction and, as a consequence, the entire interferometer. This model suggests that an external electrostatic field couples (even if indirectly) with the superconducting phase of a conventional metallic superconductor.
The gate-tunable interferometer can be used as a controllable phase shifter (see the inset of Fig. 11-c) [40] , where the phase shift is defined as ∆ϕ(V i ) = ϕ(V i )−ϕ(0) with V i the gate bias applied to the i = L, R electrode. Figure 11 -c shows ∆ϕ generated by the application of V L (violet) and V R (red). The effect on the phase shift is asymmetric, because the two gate electrodes are placed at different distances from the corresponding JJ. In fact, we notice ∆ϕ max (V L ) −0.4 while ∆ϕ max (V R ) 0.2. The maximum achievable phase shift may be improved by applying higher values of gate voltage, under the condition of preserved oscillating I S (Φ).
Concluding, the experiments on the gate-tunable metallic Josephson interferometers show the coupling be- tween an external electric field and the macroscopic superconducting phase. In addition, this device is a promising candidate for the realization of gate-tunable flux [70, 71] and phase [72] superconducting qubits [73] [74] [75] , and for the implementation of superconducting electronics [76] in the form of rapid single flux quantum (RSFQ) logic [77, 78] .
VI. POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS
There are several possible applications arising from the phenomenology related to the field-effect control of the supercurrent in all the physical systems presented along this review. These works may open the way for a number of novel gate-tunable devices, such as magnetometers [69, 79, 80] , heat mastering systems [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] , radiation detectors [86] , and metallic architectures for quantum [59, 60, [70] [71] [72] and classical [87] [88] [89] computation. In particular, Sec. VI A will show possible implementations of superconducting qubits, while Sec. VI B is devoted to classical electronics which exploits this unconventional gating effect.
A. Qubits
The transmission line shunted plasma oscillation qubit (transmon) [73, 90] is the leading architecture for the implementation of superconducting qubits. It consists of a Cooper pair box (where one more JJs are shunted by a capacitance C S ) capacitively coupled to a resonant cavity (usually a LC circuit) that is driven by microwave radiation. The interesting energy scales are the Josephson coupling energy E D = I C /2e [68] and the charging energy E C = 2e 2 /C total , where C total is the total capacitance. In order to minimize the charge noise affecting the qubit, the value of C S (and therefore C total ) needs to be chosen in order to fulfill E D E C , i.e. the Josephson coupling energy has to be much greater than the charging energy. At the same time, the Josephson energy can be tuned by means of an external magnetic flux threading a SQUID [73] or by a gate bias coupled to a proximized semiconductor nanowire [59, 60] .
The tunability over two orders of magnitude of the Josephson critical current in metallic Dayem bridges (see Sec. III) is reflected in the possibility of controlling E D with an electric field. As a consequence, it is possible to envision a fully metallic gate-tunable Dayem bridge transmon: the dayemon (see Fig. 12-a) .
A more exotic and versatile architecture might employ the gate-tunable SQUID (presented in Sec. V) to control the Josephson coupling: the squidmon, as depicted in Fig. 12-b . This device would increase the number of knobs able to control the qubit state. In fact, the switching current of this type of interferometer can be independently tuned both with the magnetic flux and two gate electrodes.
The performances of dayemons and squidmons are predicted to be similar to that of conventional transmon qubits [38] if the gating mechanism does not introduce large noise (that would causes decoherence of the qubit). Furthermore, their monolithic architecture (single step fabrication process without heterojunctions between different materials) might promote them as a promising scalable technology for the superconducting qubit implementation.
B. Superconducting classical electronics
Superconducting classical computation hinges upon the modulation of the critical current of a transistor through an external gate bias [91] . The challenge has been addressed by different approaches: the superconducting field-effect transistor (SuFET) [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , where the critical current of a low charge carrier density superconducting thin film is modulated by a gate voltage; the Josephson field-effect transistor (JoFET) [49, 50, 92] , where I C of a proximized semiconductor thin film is controlled via field-effect; and the nanocryotrons (nTrons) [87] [88] [89] , where a gate current tunes the supercurrent transport in a metallic channel.
The electric field control of supercurrent in metallic superconductor wires (see Sec. II) could be used to realize an electric-field-controlled cryotron (EF-tron), as depicted in Fig. 13 -a for a COPY logic circuit. The device is current biased under the wire pristine critical current (I bias < I C0 ) and the normal state resistance of the wire is much higher than the load (R N R load ). For V A = 0 (logic state 0) all the current flows in the transistor channel (the output current is zero, I out = 0) and the output voltage is 0 (logic state 0). On the contrary, for I bias > I C (V A ) (input logic state 1) the EF-tron switches in the normal state, the output current grows (I out = 0) and the output shows logic state 1.
Similarly, the NOT logic gate can be realized by employing the EF-tron, as shown in Fig. 13-b . It is composed by the series of a gate-tunable wire (controlled by the input A) and a constriction of critical current lower than I bias , and a load resistance R load R N (with R N normal state resistance of the ungated constriction). When the input A is 0 the current can pass through the first wire, while the second constriction switches to the normal state. As a consequence, the current flows through R load and the output signal is 1. On the contrary, when A = 1 the wire is in the normal state. Therefore, the current does not flow in the device core and the output signal is 0.
The EF-tron could be used to define a functionally complete logic, since it can realize the conjunction (AND, see Fig. 13 -c) and disjunction (see Fig. 13-d) gate. Both devices are realized by the parallel connection of two electric-field controlled cryotrons characterized by the same intrinsic critical current (I C = I C,A = I C,B ). The structure provides the AND logic gate when the bias is lower than the pristine critical current of a single EFtron (I bias < I C ). In fact, the current flows to the output electrode (i.e C=1) only when both inputs are at logic state 1 (both EF-trons are in the normal state). By contrast, when I bias > I C a single input set to logic state 1 causes the transition of both EF-tron channels to the normal state. Therefore, the device exhibits the OR behavior. The EF-tron could be also used to implement more complex functions and circuits. For instance, the parallel connection of two cryotrons could implement the flip-flop storage circuit (see Fig. 14-a) . The bias current (I bias ) can be directed in the A (or B) branch according to the logic state given to the two EF-trons. Interestingly, the directed current continues to flow through the A (B) branch even if the write pulse to B (A) is removed, since the absence of dissipation prevents current redistribution [87] . As a consequence, this circuit could serve as information storage loop in a fully metallic superconducting electronics architecture.
A similar approach leads to the creation of a demultiplexer, where the current injected from a single input electrode can be directed to one of the several outputs, as depicted in Fig. 14-b . In particular, the role of each electric-field-controlled cryotron is to forbid (allow) the supercurrent flow through the corresponding branch.
Concluding, the EF-trons marry the easy single step fabrication process of a nanocryotron [87] [88] [89] with the very large input-to-output impedance (∼ 1 − 10 TΩ) of a SuFET [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] (or a JoFET [49, 50, 92] ). Therefore, they could be the cornerstone of a new and scalable superconducting electronics.
VII. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Along this review we showed the electric field control of the critical current in different systems made of conventional metallic superconductors: titanium and aluminum wires (Section II), titanium and vanadium nano-constriction Josephson junctions (Section III), aluminum/copper/aluminum proximity JJs (Section IV), and titanium superconducting quantum interference devices based on nano-constrictions (Section V). Despite a microscopic explanation of this effect is not available yet, the presented experiments provide a wide platform of discussion and analysis.
The most prominent common feature in all the studied systems is the suppression of critical supercurrent sym-metric in the polarity of gate voltage. In addition, the normal state resistance of the various systems is not affected by the electric field. As a consequence, the electric field does not act on the carrier concentration at the materials surface, i.e. charge accumulation/depletion can be excluded.
On the one hand, at low temperature the experiments highlighted a propagation of the effect into the superconductor for several times the superconducting coherence length, which decreases while approaching the critical temperature. On the other hand, the effect of two gate electrodes placed at the opposite sides of the superconductor does not sum up. Therefore, the electric field seems to stop at the superconductor surface, but the supercurrent is non-locally affected deep in its bulk thank to the coherence of the superconducting condensate.
Hot quasiparticles injection in superconducting nanostructures is an ordinary source of critical current reduction, since it increases their effective electron temperature and, consequently, damps the superconducting energy gap. Experiments performed on samples fabricated onto different insulating substrates highlighted the complete uncorrelation between the I C reduction and the leakage current. In addition, the critical temperature of DB-FETs is completely gate voltage independent, and SNS-FETs with long normal metal wire showed saturation at high values of gate voltage (and leakage current). Therefore, simple quasiparticle overheating seems to be excluded.
The partial suppression of the switching current in proximity Josephson junctions demonstrates that the presence of a proper pairing potential is not required, but the existence of induced superconducting correlations enables this unconventional field-effect. Furthermore, the saturation of the effect seems to indicate an increase of the resilience of the Josephson coupling to the applied electric field when the weak link approaches the normal state.
The gating experiments performed on the SQUIDs cannot be explained by simple squeezing of the critical current of a single junction. In particular, the suppression of the interferometer switching current to values lower than the critical current of a single JJ can be only explained assuming that the an electrostatic field couples with the phase dynamics of a superconductor.
To shed light on these gating experiments and move towards the understanding of the intimate relation between superconductivity and electric field, a set of complementary experiments would be necessary. For example, scanning tunneling microscopy or scanning gate experiments could provide information about the spatial variation of the superconducting gap due to presence of an external electric field. In addition, scanning SQUID microscopy would render the gate-dependent supercurrent spatial distribution.
Instead, the electric field-driven transition mechanism could be studied by investigating the distribution function of the switching current, that is the escaping current from the superconducting to the normal state. Furthermore, the change in critical current, the phase dymamics and possible quasiparticle poisoning due to the gating effect could be studied through radio-frequency-based experiments, such as measurements of the resonance frequency of a gated circuit, and of Shapiro steps in Josephson junctions.
In parallel, the puzzle needs to be tackled from a theoretical point of view. Despite a few phenomenological models have been proposed [35, 38, 40] , a microscopic picture is still missing. The first attempt to provide a microscopic explanation proposes a mechanism based on the electric field-driven modification of the orbital Rashba coupling at the surface [93] . Besides this, the knowledge of the physics at the origin of this unconventional gating is quite limited.
Even without a theoretical explanation, the field-effect control of supercurrent in metallic BCS materials could be employed to develop devices with a plethora of applications. In particular, in Section VI we showed a possible vision of fully metallic classical and quantum computation architectures. The first goal of applied research lines might be to demonstrate the feasibility of such systems by realizing the first proof of principle devices, such as gatemons or EF-trons. Successively, large-scale superconducting electronics systems working in sinergy with conventional computing technologies could be designed by employing higher critical temperature superconductors (such as niobium and niobium nitride) compatible with present industrial standards.
